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Spider Cookie
Materials
 125g Black Satin Ice Fondant
 125g Orange Satin Ice Fondant
 125g Bright Green Satin Ice Fondant
 20g White Satin Ice Fondant

 Textured Sheet from Cookie Cutter Sports Ball Pack (Football)
 6cm Round Cookie Cutter
 4cm Round Cookie Cutter
 Large plain round piping nozzle or 3cm cookie cutter
 6 Vanilla Cookies

Step 1 - Spider Body
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Step 1 - Spider Body
a) To create a spider body, roll 70g Black Satin Ice 3-4mm thick.
	Place the textured sheet on top of the fondant.
	Rub a rolling pin over the textured sheet to create an impression.
b) Carefully peel away the textured sheet.
c) Using the large end of a piping nozzle or the 3cm cookie cutter, cut 6 discs.
d) Place the piping nozzle or cookie cutter over 2/3 of each circle.
	Cut 6 crescent shapes.
Step 2 - Spider legs
Spider Body

c) Cut two more curved shapes on the other side of the disc.
Lay two pieces together in a “U” shape on baking paper.
Mirror this with the next two pieces pointing down.

Step 2 - Spider legs
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a) To create the spider legs, roll the remaining Black Fondant 2-3mm thick.
	Cut 6 discs using the 4cm round cookie cutter.
b) Place the same cookie cutter almost to the edge of each disc and cut a thin
curved shape. Repeat this step cutting a slightly smaller curved shape.

d) Paint a small dab of water on the spider legs and place body on top.
Set aside to dry.
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Spider Body

Spider Legs

Step 3 - finishing touches

Step 3 - finishing touches
Roll the remaining black fondant into small balls.
Roll white fondant into balls slightly smaller than the black ones.
Attach the white to the black with a tiny dot of water.
Roll the Orange Satin Ice 2-3mm thick. Using 6cm round cookie cutter, cut 6 discs.
Roll Bright Green Satin Ice 2-3mm thick. Using 4cm round cookie cutter, cut 6 discs.
Use a palette knife to carefully lift and place these onto baking paper.
Set aside to harden.
Paint a small dab of water in the middle of the Orange Fondant Circle.
Carefully place the Bright Green disc on top.
Paint a small dot of water in the centre of the Bright Green disc.
Attach your Spider with a small amount of water or icing. Happy Halloween!
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